
 
 

 
Premier League Supporter Engagement Meeting 
29th October 2019 (London) 
 
Attendees  
 
Anwar Uddin (AW)  Football Supporters’ Association  
Ash Lord (AL)   Communications Executive (Premier League)  
Bill Bush (BB)   Executive Director (Premier League)  
Dave Pennington (DP) Manchester United Supporters’ Trust   
Joe Blott (JB)   Spirit of Shankly  
Kat Allen (KA)   Head of Policy & Supporter Relations (Premier League)  
Kat Law (KL)    Tottenham Hotspur Supporters’ Trust 
Kevin Miles (KM)  Football Supporters’ Association  
Liam Hallinan (LH)  Clarets Trust  
Michael Brunskill (MB) Football Supporters’ Association   
Rachel Solich (RS)  Supporter Relations Partnership Manager (Premier League) 
Tim Payton (TP)  Arsenal Supporters’ Trust  
Tim Rolls (TR)   Chelsea Supporters’ Trust  
Tommy Guthrie (TG)  Supporter Liaison Manager (Premier League)   
 
 
Welcome & introductions 
 
KM explains the new format. At previous meetings there were 20 delegates, one from 
each club and this made detailed discussions difficult with so many representatives. The 
new approach sees the FSA Premier League Network nominate six representatives 
selected dependent upon topical issues and available skills and experience. BB 
encourages use of smaller working groups for specific issues. 
 
 
March meeting: matters arising 
 
Professional Game Match Officials Limited (PGMOL) session on VAR - TG thanked people 
for attending and says that future sessions are a possibility for more fan reps.  
 

1. Action - FSA to follow up on possible future session. 
 
Stewarding: TG asks for more feedback on taking visiting team stewards to away 
fixtures. 
 

2. Action - FSA to do another round of promotion encouraging groups to contact 
TG. 

 
Standing: Discussion relating to on-going standing issues including Sports Ground Safety 
Authority research, data collection, the position of political parties on the subject, how 
different Premier League clubs adopt different management strategies. The Premier 
League reiterated their commitment to safety, choice, and inclusivity for all fans.  
 



3. Action – agreement to maintain dialogue between fan reps and the Premier 
League on standing in the coming months via a smaller working group. 

 
 
Concessionary prices 
 
TG says the PL met with Heads of Ticketing and shared FSA feedback on aligning the 
prices for junior and senior concessions with the adult price cap for away Premier League 
tickets. (The FSA is lobbying for caps of £20 for Seniors / £10 for Juniors alongside the 
£30 Adult cap.) 
 

4. Action - A working group of ticketing heads is looking at the PL rulebook and 
among items under consideration is whether rules should be updated to include a 
“young persons” category. That group will come up with proposals and may 
propose rule changes for clubs to examine. 

5. Action - PL interested to note lack of concessions reported for European away 
fixtures in UCL for Seniors or Juniors. Only adult price available. RS to check 
disability / access pricing for away tickets. Fan reps of competing clubs to check 
away ticket costs and share information with PL.  

 
 
Governance 
 
KM sets out FSA position (see: Improving The Regulation of Football Clubs). Fans do not 
back the concept of rulebook / enforcement sitting with owners. Greater protections 
needed. Rules must prevent and not just punish. PL happy to discuss but feel that the 
very strong independent elements of its governance system mean that owner influence 
does not dominate but does contribute to good understanding of how football works 
and brings their buy-in to the rules as they apply to clubs. The PL says competition 
organisers being responsible for their competition rules has been the foundation of 
English football governance since the 1880s and so the leagues have much more 
experience in this space than the FA. 
 

6. Action – Future bipartite (PL/fans) and tri-partite (PL/EFL/fans) meetings to be 
discussed.  

 
 
ECA / Super League  
 
Sep or Dec 2020 decision making and a full consultation from Nov 2019. General 
discussion around strategy to oppose European Super League concepts from a fan 
perspective. BB outlines PL objections to UEFA “concepts” so far identified.  
 

7. Action – FSA to write to PL shareholders seeking backing for FSA six principles. 
 
 
VAR 
 
Supporter consensus that in-stadia communication has simply not been good enough. 
Ideas suggested re: further use of PA, big screens and advertising hoardings.  
 
PL are looking at issue with an open mind as to how it can be reviewed and the fan in the 
stadium is of huge importance. There is PL guidance as to how clubs should inform fans. 
 

8. Action – FSA to hold end of season VAR survey. In short term feedback on 
practice. 

https://thefsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/FSA-Proposals-to-improve-football-regulation.pdf
https://thefsa.org.uk/our-work/european-super-league/


9. Action – PL to continue to try and maximise peoples understanding on VAR 
protocol with further digital assets. 

 
 
Flexible rail tickets 
 
Andrew Jones (ex-transport minister) supported the idea and pushed it to the point and 
it exposed resistance was from TOCs. The will is there from football but this may need to 
be solved politically as Rail Delivery Group seem more interested in security measures 
whereas PL want fans treated as members of public. PL agree solution should be for the 
benefit of EFL fans too.  
 

10. Action – FSA will lobby political parties to include the concept of football flexible 
tickets in manifestos. 

 
 
 
Fixture scheduling 
 
TR says things don’t seem to have improved and the last round of fixtures were 6 days 
late. KL says the communication from PL around the Xmas TV fixture announcement 
delays was unacceptable. The PL should have made regular statements explaining to 
fans the reasons for the delay and recognising the inconvenience caused. The view that 
the PL and the broadcasters don’t care for fans is perpetuated when incidents like this 
happen.  
 
BB says it was an Xmas specific and handling the new permutations have been more 
complex than originally thought. There is the possibility of handling festive games on a 
different announcement timetable in future seasons. 
 

11. Action – PL took the criticism on board and will look at comms strategy again. 
12. Action - PL and fan rep working group to re-engage and explore a better 

approach to finalising the December and January picks for season 2020/21.  
 
 
Equality campaigns 
 
TG outlines Rainbow Laces plans in early Dec and asks for fan group support. BB explains 
No Room For Racism pulse campaign will be pushed to the fore again in Feb / March. 
Interested in feedback from fans and believes the club voice could be very persuasive.  
 
 
AOB 
 
KL highlights concerns about volume of online touting. PL says it’s an ongoing work 
stream with certain clubs working on it and the legal team to look at it. 
 
If you have any queries relating to this meeting please contact the FSA 
(michael.brunskill@thefsa.org.uk) who will direct it to the appropriate person. 

mailto:michael.brunskill@thefsa.org.uk

